
Rulebook revision January 2023 

is now available in the documents tab on the Club website, 

https://parkersportsman.com/ for your use.  

Breaking the Range Rules Has Consequences 

Members who ignore or intentionally break PCSC Range Rules are investigated by 

the Safety Committee who recommend to the Board what actions should be taken in 

each instance. A member was summarily dismissed and banned from the Club due 

to rule infractions and disrespectful conduct to members present who attempted to 

intervene. 

Another incident resulted in a different outcome. A member brought guests to the 

Club and failed to closely supervise them. One walked straight to the bench and 

performed a magazine dump into the ground in front of the bench. Other shooters 

complained and reported the incident. The member attended the Safety Committee 

meeting called to investigate the infractions as well as the following Board meeting 

for resolution. This included loss of Guest badge, required attendance at four 

Orientation classes, and an apology letter delivered to the Club. That letter follows. 

To PCSC and members, 
 
On Dec. 4th I went to the PCSC range with a couple guests, one of which I didn't know very well.  During this time there 
were a couple incidents that happened on Range B.  One guest had a binary trigger in his AR15 that I was unaware of, 
and I also had a malfunction with one of my guns causing it to fire in a "fully automatic" fashion.  During the time of these 
incidents, there was another member with his son present on our range, as well as members on other ranges as 
well.  Because of the fear and commotion this all caused on that day, I would like to formally apologize to the club and it's 
members.  I do take gun safety very seriously, as I have young children of my own, and should have made a better 
judgement call on the people that I allowed to shoot with me at our club.  This will never happen again, and I am also 
taking measures to increase my own awareness and education regarding safety with firearms by taking the RSO course 
through PCSC in January.  I will also be dedicating more of my time by getting more involved with the club and the board 
by helping out with new member orientation as well as other events at PCSC. 
 
I am truly sorry for the events that took place on December 4th, and would like everyone to know that an incident like this 
will never happen again under my supervision. 
 
Regards, 
 
 

The purpose of the Club rules is to keep all Members and guests safe while 

enjoying the various facilities available on the property. Please refamiliarize 

yourself with these rules, as some have been revised in the new January 2023 

document now posted on our website. 

Respectfully, 

Daniel 

https://parkersportsman.com/

